Establishment and characterization of cell lines from human adenovirus type 12-induced murine tumors producing endogenous virus particles.
Two cell lines designated IC-KMS and D-KMS were established from human adenovirus type 12-induced tumors of C3Hf/OK mouse. The cell lines retained the characteristics of the original tumor i.e., production of numerous C-type and intracisternal A-type particles, integration of Ad12 E1 region DNA and amplification of the myc gene family. Chromosomal analysis revealed chromosome aberrations in both IC-KMS and D-KMS cells. The modal chromosome number of IC-KMS cells was 54 and that of D-KMS cells was 48. Metacentric chromosomes and minichromosomes were found. Trisomy of chromosome 3, 7 and 12 was seen frequently in D-KMS cells. Although DNA aneuploidy was revealed by flow cytometry, the DNA indices of these cells showed no relation to the copy number of integrated Ad12 DNA. These cells have been propagated by serial culture during the past 17 months. Production of endogenous virus particles is a unique characteristic of IC-KMS and D-KMS cells. These cell lines would be useful materials for examining the contribution of Ad12 carcinogenesis to activation of endogenous virus particles, and also the correlation between Ad12 carcinogenesis and cancer-related genes.